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NST IS A PRIVATE, NON-PROFIT CLUB:  
Any dues paying family is a voting member of the club (with one vote per family at the 
annual meeting).  NST is not associated with the city of Nampa, the Nampa Recreation 
Center, or supported by any other group.  NST is a non-profit organization managed 
by volunteer parents, funded by monthly fees, swim meets, and by fund-raisers.  Our 
expenses, which include coaching fees, pool rent, and equipment, are not completely 
covered by our monthly dues; therefore we use fundraising to help bridge the gap.  If 
we were to cover all of our expenses strictly from monthly dues, we would need to 
increase the dues approximately 30%.  In lieu of raising our monthly fees, all families 
must participate in fundraising. 
 
FUND-RAISING IS AN ANNUAL COMMITMENT: 
NST will provide opportunities to raise funds during each year. However, if the annual 
amount is not raised, it will be added to the August monthly bills. The fundraising 
obligation is subject to the past due policy.  If a swimmer only participates with the 
NST for part of the season, the fundraising obligation will be prorated as a monthly 
expense over the 11 month season. (There are no team dues in August.)  Households 
that have more than one child swimming will have the swimmer in the higher level 
raise their total obligation and any other swimmer will raise 50% of their obligation. 
 
ANNUAL FUND-RAISING OBLIGATION: 
Group Obligation per year 
 
Spinner Shark - $110 / year  
Sand Shark -  $165 / year 
Silver Shark - $165 / year 
Leopard Shark - $220 / year 
Tiger Shark -  $220 / year 
Mako Shark - $220 / year 
 
SERVICE HOURS 
Each family is required to provide 22 service hours during the year.  The service hour 
obligation can be prorated at 2 hours per month if required.  If 22 service hours are 
not met in a year, a $20 per service hour fee will be added to the swimmer’s August 
bill.  The service hour obligation is subject to the past due policy if your service hours 
have not been met or paid.  
 
PAST DUE POLICY: 
NST will send electronic invoices to all accounts on a monthly basis through the team 
website, Team Unify.  Those accounts with an amount past due for over 60 days will 
receive a notification from the billing chairperson.  If appropriate payment 
arrangements are not made immediately, the swimmer on the account will not be 
allowed to swim with the team.  If the account goes unpaid after three notifications 
have been sent, the account will be turned over to collection.   
 
 
NST families are vital to our team financially, and it helps to promote a sense of 
community. There are many ways to be involved with no experience necessary. 
Contact a Board Member to be a supportive swim team parent. 


